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CH-EN Syntran (CES)1.0 | {including n2p conversion (java)}
a miniature*, rule-based machine translation tool for Chinese-to-English translation 
Shuo Zhang | Machine Translation (advisor:Dr George Wilson)
attached files:

CH-ENSyntran.zip (contains all the files needed for the translation engine, including the preprocessor
CharacterCoversion InputExp.jar properly configured, inputfile.txt which the Chinese sentence is stored,
grammar, lexicon, transfer rules files, ST_Config.txt, and the shell script for connecting the preprocessor, as
well as SyntacticTransfer.pl and pcpatr)
InputExp.jar(n2p conversion, a java tool written by me, preprocessor that performs Character-to-pinyin
conversion, may be invoked alone)
SZ_grm6.txt (grammar file)
SZ_Lex5.txt (lexicon file)
C2E_TR.txt (transfer rules file)
InputExp.java (main class) | ReadFile.java (java source code for the two classes in the InputExp.jar)
|  javadoc (for InputExp.class)
Demo file with sample sentence translations, also available for view at the end of this document (to see
Chinese characters properly please make sure you have correct encodings in your browser)
*the term 'miniature' applies because the current lexicon and grammar is small. This is more of a demo of the
method and tool at this stage.

DOCUMENTATION
Synthesis
CH-EN Syntran(CES) is a rule based tool for machine translation from Mandarin Chinese to English. The
components of CES consist of the following parts: 

(1)CharacterConversion(main class:InputExp.java),a java tool for converting Mandarin Chinese native character
input into pinyin (romanized form) with tone number marks, written by me. The program takes the input from the
first line of a input text file that is specified on the command line, and it generates a single line of pinyin form
sentence, which will pipe into the SyntacticTransfer.pl to translate. This tool is invoked by specifying the
preprocessor file as InputExp.sh, a Unix shell script I wrote, in the ST_Config.txt file for SyntacticTransfer;

(2)PC-PATR, a native-language syntactic parser tool, available online at SIL. This will take the pinyin input of
Chinese, and parse the sentence into a syntactic tree form. To do this, several configuration files are required. I
wrote:

A grammar file, SZ_grm5.txt, which spells out grammatical and syntactic structures allowed from the
sentence level to the phrase level to the lexical level;
A lexicon file, SZ_Lex6.txt, which serves as a dictionary with lexical entries (Chinese), grammatical
features of each word, and a English glossary for each word;
optionally, pcpatr.tak preloads a couple of sample sentences that will be parsed when running the pcpatr;

(3)SyntacticTransfer.pl, a Perl tool written by Dr George Wilson. It takes the syntactic structure parsed by the
pcpatr and translates the sentence into English. To do this, several configuration files are available for processing
the text. I wrote:
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ST_Config.txt, which specifies the grammar file, lexicon file, transfer rule file, and the preprocessing file
that SyntacticTransfer.pl will take;
C2E_TR.txt, which specifies a series of preprocessing, transfer, and post-processing rules. In general,
prepocessing and postprocessing rules deal with simple manipulations of text formats; transfer rules work on
the different levels of grammar to insert, transform, delete, re-order, etc., components;
A UNIX shell script (InputExp.sh) that calls the preprocessor, CharacterConversion (for unix based system,
such as MAC OS X), written by me;

Preprocessor: Character Conversion tool
This section documents the preprocessor that takes a line of Mandarin Chinese sentence in its native character
form, and convert the sentence into a romanized pinyin form with tone marks represented by numbers.

OVERVIEW
The Character Conversion tool is a program written by me in Java. It takes a input text file with lines in Mandarin
Chinese native characters, and converts the first line of the characters into pinyin form (It can also be easily
modified to convert all the lines in the file. However, as per the requirement of the SyntacticTransfer, it will only
process one line of text and outputs one line of pinyin at a time). In the ST_Config file, SyntacticTransfer.pl is
specified to take this tool as the preprocessor. This is realized by specifying a shell script file in ST_Config.txt,
which in turn calls the Character Conversion tool. In the shell script, the conversion program InputExp.jar is
invoked with a command line argument, namely, the inputfile.txt in the current directory. In SyntacticTransfer, user
can enter Chinese text in the text file, save it, and enter the same text on the console, and it will feed the pinyin
form corresponding to the Chinese characters to the SyntacticTransfer for translation. Note that at the current stage,
the Character Conversion only takes input text from the input file, so the SyntacticTransfer interface command line
user input only serves as a surface trigger and reminder of what Chinese text is being translated. 

ALGORITHM
The Character-to-pinyin conversion algorithm is designed to overcome several issues found in the mapping a
Chinese character to a romanized pinyin form. First, the Chinese writing system does not utilize an alphabet. In
other words, there is not a small finite set of Chinese character inventory that are combined to form the written
form of words. Instead, there is one character for every single word or morpheme. This amount to a minimum of
thousands of characters if we have a rough estimate of how many common words there might be in a language. To
solve this problem, we need a dictionary of Chinese characters to map each of them to a pinyin form. In this
program, I utilized the java reference library Pinyin4j (net.sourceforge.pinyin4j package). This tool will convert
(and is only able to) a single Chinese character into its pinyin form(s). It is not capable of converting multiple
characters at a time. 

The second issue with the algorithm design is that one character often maps to several pinyin forms with multiple
pronunciations(see screenshot below). Therefore, the Pinyin4j will often derive multiple pinyin forms in a String
array in its output for a single character. Our important task is to decide that in the case of one character, two
character, and three character words, what is the correct pronunciation and pinyin forms for the current word (a
word beyond three characters long would be quite infrequent in Chinese and is currently not dealt with). We solved
this problem based on two observations. First, for a word with a single character, it is highly unlikely that it will
take a infrequent variant of its pronunciation. In such case, we will take the first (which usually is the most frequent
and common pronunciation of this character) pinyin in the string array. Second, for two-character and three-
character words, the task is to decide that out of all the pinyin combinations from what each character generates,
 which one is the correct pinyin for the current word. The useful observation here is that, out of all the
combinations, usually there is a very low chance that more than one will be a real word. Therefore, for instance, if
character C1 and C2 generate pinyin forms p1,p2, and q1,q2,q3, respectively, chances are, in most cases, only one
combination out of the six combinations (p1q1,p1q2,p1q3,p2q1,p2q2,p2q3) is a real word. This observation seems
to hold across a large amount of data. Thus, to solve the multiple mapping problem, all we need to do is to generate
all the possible combinations out of the two (or three) string arrays, and check which one is a member in the
Lexicon file (in the lexicon file, all lexical entries are written in pinyin form and in a line that begins with a '\w').
We will need our algorithm to generate all the combinations, and check against the Lexicon file (SZ_Lex6.txt), and



return the only one that exists in the lexicon. 

IMPLEMENTATIONS
A general description of the implementation of the algorithm is given above in the flowchart. The program is

multiple pronunciation problem
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written in Java JDK 1.7, on the Eclipse IDE. The source code includes two classes: a main InputExp.class and a
ReadFile.class. The ReadFile.class is utilized in the initialization process of the program. It reads in the line from
the input text file as designated from the command line argument, and then put the text in the file into a string array
line by line (only the first line is processed for the current program; however, it is perfectly easy to modify the code
for it to process multiple lines of Chinese text). In the main class InputExp.class, several important methods are
defined aside form the main method. Here is a javadoc generated for the InputExp.class, which provides a overview
of the methods in this class. A summary is provided below, with notes on each method:

*****************************************************************************************
Method Summary
main 
public static void main(java.lang.String[] args) throws java.io.IOException  Throws:java.io.IOException

setInputFileName
public static java.lang.String setInputFileName(java.lang.String input_directory, java.lang.String input_file_name)
Note:this method is not used currently since the program, when used in conjunction with the SyntacticTransfer,
takes its input file from the command line arguments. Otherwise, this method prompts the user to change the input
directory and file name if they need to.

Findtheword 
public static char[] Findtheword(char[] ca)
Note:this method takes a char array of sentence and segment it into words and return the char array holding that
word. The method finds the word boundary by the white space that separates the words in the input text.

RealWords 
public static java.lang.String[] RealWords(java.lang.String[] cap)
Note:this method is one of the three methods of the same name but have different types of arguments. The need of
these three methods performing the same function is because of the different properties of the types of arguments
(string[], char[][], char[], note that while char is a primitive type in java, strings, in contrast, are reference types).
The function of these methods is to find out and assign the string or char arrays of the appropriate length according
to the word they hold. In java, String and char arrays must have fixed length at the time of initialization and that
length cannot be dynamically changed. In this program, String and char arrays are need to store the words as basic
units after they are segmented from the entire sentence. However, there is no way to know before hand what is the
length of the arrays because each sentence contains different numbers of words. Thus these arrays are initialized for
a relatively large but fixed number (such as String[10]) and after the words are actually assigned into the arrays I
use this method (RealWords) to evaluate how many slots are occupied and how many are null in the array, then
return a new array replacing the old one that contains no empty slots. This method is necessary because in the
absence of it, when other methods loop through the arrays that contain the words, they will encounter null pointer
reference and throw error exceptions. 

RealWords 
public static char[][] RealWords(char[][] cap)
Note: See above.

RealWords 
public static char[] RealWords(char[] cap)
Note:See above.

ProcessWord 
public static java.lang.String ProcessWord(char[] chaword) throws java.io.FileNotFoundException,
java.io.IOException Throws:java.io.FileNotFoundExceptionjava.io.IOException
Note: this method performs the actual conversion, generate all the possible combinations for 2- or 3- character
words, and calls the CheckLexicon method to check which combination is in the lexicon, then returns that
combination of pinyin form. In the case of 1-character word, it returns the first pinyin. In the case that no character
is provided in the word parameter, or none of the combinations exist in the lexicon (word doesn't exist in lexicon),
it will return 'noword'. 

http://zangsir.weebly.com/uploads/3/1/3/8/3138983/inputexp.html


CheckLexicon 
public static boolean CheckLexicon(java.lang.String name, java.lang.String filename) throws
java.io.FileNotFoundException, java.io.IOException Throws:java.io.FileNotFoundExceptionjava.io.IOException
Note:This method checks whether a string exists in a Lexicon file in the same directory. It reads in lines from the
file and stops looking and returns true as soon as it finds the string. Otherwise it returns false.

**************************************************************************************

CHARACTER CONVERSION AS A STAND ALONE JAVA PROGRAM
The Character Conversion program is compiled by the Java compiler into a .jar file that contains all the source
codes for classes, methods, and also the reference and standard libraries involved. To invoke the program as a stand
alone program that converts a line of Chinese to pinyin, type (on Mac OSX terminal):

$java -jar InputExp.jar ./inputfile.txt

where the final argument is the input text file that contains lines of Chinese characters. The first line will be
converted. Also, words need to be separated by a white space. The following screenshot shows the stand-alone
character conversion program converting the first line of the inputfile.txt(right). In this demo I also allowed user to
change input director and filename, as displayed on the console message to user.(this feature is hidden for the
current updated version that is used with the SyntacticTransfer.pl) To test this program alone, you can simply paste
the rest of the sentence form the input file to the first line of the inputfile.txt and run the program (or, if you know
Chinese, type in your own sentence, but make sure the words you use exist in the lexicon file).Also, unlike the
demo here on the first line of the right side input file, make sure you typed the white space between words.

CONNECTING WITH SYNTACTIC TRANSFER
To connect the program to the SyntacticTransfer.pl, include a line in ST_Config.txt:

$ST_ExternalPreprocessor = "./InputExp.sh";

where InputExp.sh is the name of the shell script in the current directory. The shell script merely invokes the
InputExp.jar with a command line argument:

#!/bin/sh

java -jar InputExp.jar ./inputfile.txt

This will successfully connect the program with the SyntacticTransfer.pl. The user may type any input on the
SyntacticTransfer.pl command prompt (such as a 't' and hit return), but the preprocessing program will still take the
line of text from the Inputfile.txt(see screenshots below). For the sake of consistency, you may copy the first line of
chinese characters of the inputfile.txt into the SyntacticTransfer.pl command line. This is demonstrated in
the sample translation file that shows the command line processing from the terminal.

http://zangsir.weebly.com/uploads/3/1/3/8/3138983/terminal_saved_output.txt
http://zangsir.weebly.com/uploads/3/1/3/8/3138983/1855863_orig.png


POSSIBLE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS WITH CHARACTER CONVERSION
The character conversion is quite robust as seen from the result of dozens of Chinese texts that I tried out.
However, problem can occur at occasions where none of the pronunciations listed in my Lexicon file is found in the
results of Pinyin4j library conversion, in which case a 'noword' will be returned(i.e., the conversion library and I
disagreed in the pronunciation). For example, it is known that in Chinese, there are words with 'no tones' beside the
four-tone scheme. In many such cases, (e.g., 'le'), it is not clear whether this word is tone 4, or it is no tone. In the
case of 'le', academic knowledge dictates that it is tone 4 (therefore 'le4' in my lexicon), but the Pinyin4j package
converts this character into 'le5', which indicates the 'no tone'. I have changed several entries in such cases in my
lexicon. However, problems like this might occur in other cases. The only fix is to try to change the tone marks in
the lexicon file in accordance with the result of the conversion.

Grammar and Lexicon Files for PCPATR
GRAMMAR FILE
The current version of grammar deals with the basic sentence (sentences with verbs and with no verbs) and phrase
structures (NPs with and without classifiers and determiners, APs, VPs, QPs,etc.) of Chinese, with a contrastive
component of features and agreements(person,number,tense,and case to a lesser extent) that are found in English.
Also included is the grammatical structures found in the intermediate stages of the transfer processes by the
SyntacticTransfer.pl, as specified in the transfer rules file. 

The grammar file attempts to enforce a number of feature agreements and maximize the possibility to reduce the
number of possible multiple parses at the level of pcpatr. These features are also specified when possible in the
lexicon file. 

Overall, the goal of the grammar is to address the differences between English and Chinese syntax, such as:
English sentences require a verb predicate whereas Chinese does not;
English sentences enforce number, person, tense, case, etc., feature agreement, whereas Chinese does not;
Chinese NPs often require classifers whereas English does not;
English NPs often require determiners whereas Chinese does not;

On the sentence level, it can only deal with simple declarative sentences with or without sentential adverbial
modifiers (possibly a small number of interrogative sentences with no syntactic markers). It cannot deal with
complex clause structures, interrogative sentences with syntactic markers, and other types of complex sentences. 

On the NP level, it deals well with a variety of Mandarin NP (and English) structures, such as those with or without
classifers, adjectives, and determiners.  

The VP rules are quite complex as it deals with a variety of optional components of the VP, such as adverbs,
prepositional phrases (PP), negative elements, and tense and other highly mobile particles. The interaction of these
elements as well as their feature agreement is a major focus on the VP rules, which works in conjunction with the
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Transfer rules. 

VP tense
A great deal of efforts have been made to effectively process tense, due to the lack of tense morphology in verbs of
Chinese. Two feature agreement measures are taken: adverbs and particles. The presence of time adverbs can often
signify the tense of the sentence:

(1)zuo2tian1 wo3 qu4 xue2xiao4.
 'yesterday I went to school'.
(2)ming2tian1 wo3 qu4 xue2xiao4.
'tomorrow I'll go to school'.

(1) and (2) involve the same verb morphology but the adverb indicates one is past tense and the other is future.
Therefore, an agreement feature of verb and adverb can be a good indicator of tense when translated into English.
However, this will not work with (3):

(3)jin1tian1 wo3 qu4 xue2xiao4.
    today       I      go    school

(3) can be translated either into 'today I went to school' or 'today I'll go to school'. However, in Mandarin real
speech, (3) can only mean future tense, whereas the past tense is often signified by the particle 'le5':

(4)jin1tian1 wo3 qu4 le5 xue2xiao4.
      today     I     go    LE   school

Therefore, when particle 'le5' is present, it is a better indication of tense, overriding the agreement with adverbs.

Number in NPs
It is often not possible to decide the number of NPs when translating into English, e.g., cat vs. cats.  

First, if the nouns are preceded by determiners such as these, those, etc, it's fairly easy because of the number
agreement. Second, the bare nouns without the DET preceding them is the hard case, because there seems to be
very little other agreement to decide whether the nouns should come out singular or plural, for instance:

(1) mao zou le.
    cat   leave PAST
"The cat left". or "The cats left".

(2) mao bu   chi qiaokeli.
     cat   NEG eat  chocolate
"Cats don't eat chocolate". 

The same noun 'mao', meaning cat, appear in both sentences at the same position and the exact same form without
DET, but there seems to be no clear syntactic indicator of these different translations. In such cases, a human
interpreter would have to interpret the exact meaning of the sentence by information that is salient in previous
discourse, or by his/her world knowledge (i.e., (1) does not usually mean that cats in general left but must be a cat
or cats that are more specific).

In the cases we probably can put some agreement in there, such as"different schools", "another school", "both
schools", etc, there are certainly some things to force the agreement.



LEXICON FILE
The lexicon file specifies the word entry, part of speech, English glossary, and the grammatical features (person,
number, tense, case,etc) of the Mandarin Chinese lexicon. Many features work in conjunction with the grammar
and transfer rules. Duplicate word entries are listed when necessary due to different grammatical features and
corresponding English entires (e.g., gou3 in Chinese has two entries, one maps to dog, the other maps to dogs).
Currently, the lexicon contains a greater percentage of functional words and less of content words (verbs,
nouns,etc) simply due to the sheer amount of the latter. 

Transfer Rules for SyntacticTransfer.pl
The transfer rules consist of preprocessing and postprocessing rules, as well as transfer rules. Pre- and post-
processing rules in general deal with simple text format transformations to smooth the processing of texts. Transfer
rules will need to take into account sentence structures that appear both in the original Chinese, and the
intermediate stage of the transfer.

Several differences are dealt with in the Chinese-to-English syntactic transfer rules:
1. Adding Determiners in NP: Chinese NPs usually lack determiner (lack of a, the, but presence of this, that where
it is applicable). This rule adds "the" for the bare NPs. Even though this is not the correct strategy in 100% of the
contexts, in most contexts it is a fine method. It is observed that to distinguish between "I'm the American" and "I
am an American" is not possible given a Chinese sentence to be translated into English. The choice of determiner is
usually decided by context, and cannot be inferred only from the meaning of one sentence (which lacks the
determiner).

2. Deleting Classifiers in NP: The Chinese NPs often come with quantifiers+classifiers. This rule removes the
classifiers and derives a natural English sentence (a CLAS car-->a car).

Rules 3,4,5,6 interact together with verbs, which involves several rules and modifications of grammar file.
3. Adding particles for certain intransitive verbs: This turns 'go school' to 'go TO school'. This is implemented by a
intransitive feature of 'go' in the lexicon and grammar file. The feature acts as a constraint in the transfer rules that
triggers the insertion of 'to'.

4. 'do/did/does'-insertion in negative sentences: This turns "I not go to school" into "I do not go to school". Tense
features are included to distinguish tenses when applicable.

5. Adverb word order switch: Chinese adverbs is more flexible in word order as they can appear in many positions
of the sentence. This particular rule moves the adverbs that appear pre-verbal in Chinese to a post-verb position (I
today go to school-->I go to school today).

6. Tense particle 'le''de' deletion: The tense particle has a glossary of the literal 'PART'. This transfer rule removes
this gloss in the English sentence as tense will be signified by verb morphology.

7. Verb morphology in the negative sentences: This turns "I did not WENT to school" to "I did not go to school".
The presence of 'do' blocks the transformation of verb tense morphology.

8. Insertion of 'BE' in non-verbal sentences: Chinese sentences are perfectly fine without a verb "ta1 hen3 hao3 (he
very good)". This rule inserts the copula BE in the English sentence, which also takes into account feature
agreement of number, person, tense, etc., to choose the proper form (is,am,are,were,was,be).

Attachment: demonstration of sample sentence translations(txt file available on
the top of the page)



Last login: Sun May  5 23:01:51 on ttys010
Shuos-MacBook-Air:CH-ENsyntran zangsir$ perl syntactictransfer.pl
SyntacticTransfer          Version 0.99 Rev 7C
Grammar File:              SZ_grm6.txt
Lexicon File:              SZ_Lex5.txt
Lexical Entries:           224
Transfer Rules File:       C2E_TR.txt
Transfer Rules:            33
Morphological Rules:       0
OOV Rules:                 2
PreProcessing Patterns:    1
PostProcessing Patterns:   1

Translating from Chinese (Chinese) to English  (English)

Commands:
H(elp)        - show this message
D(ebug)       - toggle display of debug information
K(eep)        - toggle Keep temp dictionary
S(tatus)      - show status message
Q(uit)        - exit program

Sentence: 我 今天 去 学校.
 I go to the school today

Sentence: 我 今天 去 了 学校.
 I went to the school today

Sentence: 这些 狗 很 大.
 These dogs are very big

Sentence: 他们 有 朋友.
 They have the friends

Sentence: 这 辆 车 不是 很 大.
 This car is not very big

Sentence: 这 个 房子 很 大.
 This house is very big

Sentence: 我 昨天 不 去 学校.
 I did not go to the school yesterday

Sentence: 我 昨天 去 学校.
 I went to the school yesterday

Sentence: 我 今天 不 去 学校.
 I do not go to the school today

Sentence: 他 去年 不 喜欢 猫.
 She/he did not like the cat last year

Sentence: 



Sentence: 我 昨天 没 去 学校.
 I did not go to the school yesterday

Sentence: 他 喜欢 狗.
 She/he likes the dog

Sentence: 他 讨厌 猫.
 She/he hates the cat

Sentence: 我 有 一 个 大 房子.
 I have a big house

Sentence: 我 去年 买 了 一 辆 车.
 I bought a car last year

Sentence: 我 买 了 一 个 房子.
 I bought a house

Sentence: 他 有 一 辆 大 车.
 She/he has a big car

Sentence: 去年 我 很 好.
 Last year I was very good

Sentence: 我 很 好.
 I am very good

Sentence: 你 很 好.
 You are very good

Sentence: 美国人 很 好.
 The Americans are very good

Sentence: 
Sentence: 他们 是 美国人.
 They are the Americans

Sentence: 他 是 美国人.
 She/he is the American

Sentence: 我 是 美国人.
 I am the American

Sentence: 去年 他 很 好.
 Last year she/he was very good

Sentence: 
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